




The most common type in Britain is a semi-detached 
house.

I believe that such houses attract people 
because they are less expensive than 

mansions or bungalows.



Speaking about our country, I can say that nowadays there is no 
problem of choosing a type of housing. Everyone can find an affordable 
apartment to their liking. Some people would prefer a lovely cottage or 

a large farmhouse somewhere in the countryside
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Advantages of the countryside

❖ One of the main benefits they get 
is having their own land which is 
at their disposal

❖ So, it's the best place to hide 
from the hectic city and recharge 
the batteries!

            

Disadvantages of the 
countryside
❖ But there are some minuses 

of this type of living as well. 
And the biggest one is that 
sometimes it takes much 
time to get to the nearest 
town or city



That`s why most people prefer living in a block  of flats.
Those who live alone usually prefer a studio to a large apartment. In a flat one 
has less privacy and is surrounded by neighbors from all the sides. And you 

never know what kind of neighbors you will have.



As for me, I live in a two-room flat on the eighth floor. In our hallway there is a 
wardrobe with a large mirror and a bedside table, on the wall-clock and family 
photos. In the living room there is a furniture wall with a TV, a huge sofa and a gym. 
In my room there is a huge bed, and near is worth cupboard with mirror. There is 
also a TV on the bedside table, a mirror on the wall.
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It has all the modern conveniences: central heating, electricity, running hot and cold 
water and access to the Internet. . We also have a balcony with flowers.  I think our 
apartment is comfortable and modern
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To sum up, I would like to say that everyone is free to 
choose where live. But it is important to say that this 

is not a type of building, but people who create a 
special atmosphere if people treat it with caution both 

love.
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